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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper introduces a tensor perceptual color framework (TPCF) for facial expression 

recognition (FER), which is based on information contained in color facial images. The TPCF 

enables multilinear image analysis in different color spaces, and demonstrates that color 

components provide additional information for robust FER. Using this framework, the 

components in either RGB, YCbCr, CIELab or CIELuv space of color images are unfolded to 

2-D tensors based on multilinear algebra and tensor concepts, from which the features are 

extracted by Log-Gabor filters. The mutual information quotient method is employed for feature 

selection. These features are classified using a multiclass linear discriminant analysis classifier. 

The effectiveness of color information on FER using low-resolution and facial expression images 

with illumination variations is assessed for performance evaluation. Experimental results 

demonstrate that color information has significant potential to improve emotion recognition 

performance due to the complementary characteristics of image textures. Furthermore, the 

perceptual color spaces (CIELab and CIELuv) are better overall for FER than other color spaces, 

by providing more efficient and robust performance for FER using facial images with 

illumination variation. 

 

Key words: CIELab, CIELuv, Facial Expression Recognition (FER), Log-Gabor filters, 

multilinear image analysis, perceptual color spaces.  

 _____________________________________________________________________________________            

     
            

INTRODUCTION  
 

    The basic goal of the human-computer-interaction (HCI) system is to improve the interactions 

between users and computers by making computers more user friendly and receptive to user's 

needs. Automatic facial expression recognition (FER) plays an important role in HCI systems 

and it has been studied extensively over the past twenty years. Border security systems, 

forensics, virtual reality, computer games, robotics, machine vision, user profiling for customer 

satisfaction, broadcasting, and web services are but a few different real world applications. The 

use of facial expression for measuring people's emotions has dominated psychology since the late 

1960s when Paul Ekman reawakened the study of emotion by linking expressions to a group of 

basic emotions i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. The normal research 

study indicates that 7% of the communication information is transferred by linguistic language, 
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38% by paralanguage, and 55% by facial expressions in human face-to-face communication. 

Thus, therefore, shows that facial expressions provide a large amount of information in human 

communication.  

 

Recent research reveals that color information improves face recognition and image 

retrieval performance. It was first reported in that taking account of color information improves 

recognition rate when compared with the same scheme using only the luminance information. It 

was shown that color components helped to improve face retrieval performance. It was reported 

that the RGB color tensor has improved the FER performance however, it did not consider the 

images with different illuminations. 
 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF AN IMAGE-BASED FER SYSTEM  
 

The principal approaches (i.e., image-based and model-based) to FER using static 

images are described below. 

                           
Fig. 1. System level diagram 

      Image-based methods extract features from images without relying on extensive knowledge 

about the object of interest, which are typically fast and simple, whereas model-based methods 

attempt to recover the volumetric geometry of the scene, which are typically slow and complex. 

The geometric features present the shape and locations of facial components (including mouth, 

eyes, eyebrows, and nose). The image-based FER systems consist of several components or 

modules, including face detection and normalization, feature extraction, feature selection, and 

classification. Fig. 1 shows the system-level diagram of the FER system. The following sections 

will describe each module in detail.  
 

A. Face Detection and Normalization 

 

The aim of this module is to obtain face images, which have normalized intensity, are 

uniform in size and shape and detect only the face region. The face area of an image is detected 

using the Viola-Jones method based on the Haar-like features and the Ada Boost learning 

algorithm. The Viola and Jones method is an object detection algorithm providing competitive 

object detection rates in real-time. It was primarily designed for face detection. After face 

detection stage, the face images are scaled to the same size (e.g., 64 × 64 pixels). The color 

values of face images are then normalized with respect to RGB values of the image. The 

purpose of color normalization is to reduce the lighting effect. Given an input image of N1 × N2 
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pixels represented in the RGB color space,  x = {xn3[n1, n2]| 1  n1  N1, 1  n2  N2, 1  n3  N3}, 

the normalized values, xn3 norm[n1, n2],  are defined by 

 

where x n 3 norm [n1 , n2 ] for n3 = 1, 2, 3 corresponding to red, green, and blue (or R, G, and B) 

components of the image, x.  

 
(a)                                                                                      (b) 

Fig. 2. Facial expression images: (a) the original color components and (b) the normalized color 

components. 

It is obvious that 

                                                   
 

B. Feature Extraction 

 

   Various methods of feature extraction have been studied and compared in terms of their 

performance, including principal component analysis, independent component analysis, linear 

discriminant analysis (LDA), the Gabor filter bank, etc. Fasel and Luettin reported that the 

Gabor filter bank has better performance. However, the Gabor filters have two major 

limitations, i.e., the maximum bandwidth of Gabor filters is limited to approximately one octave, 

and the Gabor filters are not optimal to achieve broad spectral information with the maximum 

spatial localization. To achieve the broad spectral information and to overcome the bandwidth 

limitation of the traditional Gabor filter, Field proposed Log-Gabor filter. The response of the 

Log-Gabor filter is Gaussian when viewed on a logarithmic frequency scale instead of a linear 

one. In this contribution, a bank of 24 Log-Gabor filters is employed to extract the facial 

features. The polar form of 2-D Log-Gabor filters in frequency domain is given by 

                                            
where H ( f,  ) is the frequency response of the 2-D Log-Gabor filters, f and  denote the frequency and 

the phase/angle of the filter, respectively, f0 is the filter's center frequency and 0 the filter's 

direction. The constant  f defines the radial bandwidth B in octaves and the constant  defines the 
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angular bandwidth ∆Ω in radians. 

 

                                          
 

   Here, the ratio  f / f0 is kept constant for varying f0, B is set to one octave and the angular 

bandwidth is set to ∆Ω=/4 radians. This left only  f to be determined for a varying value of f0. Six 

scales and four orientations are implemented to extract features from face images. This leads to 

24 filter Log-Gabor transfer functions {H1, H2, . . . , H24}, producing 24 spectral representations 

for each image. 

 
 

C. Feature Selection 

 

The feature selection module is required to select the most distinctive features. The optimum 

features are selected using minimum redundancy maximum relevance algorithm based on 

mutual information (IM). The mutual information quotient (MIQ) method for feature selection is 

adopted to select the optimum features. According to MIQ feature selection criteria, if a feature 

vector has expressions randomly or uniformly distributed in different classes, its MI with these 

classes is zero. Let C denotes a set of classes C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, and vt denotes the vector of N 

observations for that feature 

 
 where vt is an instance of the discrete random variable Vt. The MI between features Vt and Vs 

is given by 

 
where p(vt, vs) is the joint probability distribution function (PDF) of Vt and Vs, p(vt) and p(vs) 

are the marginal PDFs and Vs, respectively, for 1  t  N f , 1  s  N f , of features in the dataset. 

The MI between Vt and C can be represented by entropies 

I (V t ; C ) = H (C )  H (C | V t )  

Where 

   

 
where H (C) is the entropy of C, H (C|Vt) is the conditional entropy of C on Vt, and k is the 

number of classes (for six expressions, k = 6). The features (Vd) for desired feature subset,S , of 

the form (S; c) where S  F and c  C are selected based on solution of following problems: 
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whereS¯ is the complement feature subset of S, |S| is the number of features in subset S and I 

(Vt; Vs) is the MI between the candidate feature (Vt) and the selected feature (Vs). Based on the 

MI between selected feature and intra-class features is maximized whereas the MI between the 

selected feature and inter-class features is minimized, respectively. These features are used for 

emotion classification. 
 

D. Classification 

 

For classification, the LDA classifier was studied for the same database and achieved better 

result than other classifiers. Therefore, the selected features using the aforementioned MIQ 

technique are classified by a multiclass LDA classifier. The linear classifier based on 

discriminant analysis is used to classify the six different expressions. A natural extension of 

Fisher linear discriminant that deals with more than two classes exists, which uses multiple 

discriminant analysis. The projection is from a high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional 

space and the transformation sought is the one that maximizes the ratio of inter-class scatter (Sb) 

to the intra-class (Sw) scatter. The maximization should be done among several competing 

classes. The Sb can be viewed as the sum of squared distances between each class mean and the 

mean of all training samples and Sw can be regarded as the average class-specific covariance. The 

inter-class (Sb) and the intra-class (Sw) matrices for feature vector (x f ) are given by  

   
where Nc is the number of classes (i.e., for six expressions, of Vt Nc = 6), mi is the number of 

training samples for each class, ci is the class label, xi is the mean vector for each class samples (mi 

), and x is total mean vector over all training samples (m) defined by 

 
After obtaining Sw and Sb, based on Fisher's criterion the linear transformation, WLDA, can be 

obtained by solving the generalized eigen value () problem 

       WT LDASb=WT ASw. LD  

Once the transformation WLDA is given, the classification can be performed in the transformed 

space based on predefined distance measure, such as the Euclidean distance, || • ||. The new 

instance, xn
f , is classified to  

 

where cn denotes the predicted class-label for xn
f and x

f
i is the centroid of the i th class. 
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TENSOR-BASED REPRESENTATION OF COLOR FACIAL IMAGES  
 

A.TPCF 

 

   This section describes the proposed tensor perceptual color framework. Each color image can 

be represented as a 3-D, (i.e., horizontal, vertical, and color) data array. There is a technical 

challenge to proceed with applying a 2-D filtering process to a 3-D matrix, which represents the 

color image. It can either process a single channel of the color image (e.g., luminance image) or 

perform the filtering operation on each color channel individually. The latter approach is to 

employ the 2-D filters three times over three component images, respectively. Instead of 

implementing the filter for each component of the color image, a tensor of the color image is 

generated and the filtering operation is directly applied to this tensor. A tensor is a higher order 

generalization of a vector (first-order tensor) and a matrix (second-order tensor). Tensors are 

multilinear mappings over a set of vector spaces. A color3 image represented by τ is a tensor of 

order 3 and τ  R 
3

1
  Nn where N1 is the height of the image, N2 is the width of the image, and N3 

represents the number of color channels. In this paper, N1 and N2 vary from 16 to 64 and N3 is 

3. Tensor can be unfolded to n-mode mathematical objects. In this paper, there are three modes 

for tensor τ (nmode) which defined by 

 
            The 3-D color image is unfolded to obtain 2-D tensors based on multilinear analysis 

criteria, which are suitable for 2-D feature extraction filters. These tensors are used for feature 

extraction and classification. All modes are tested and the best one is unfolding mode. In this 

paper, the image xN1×N2×N3 is unfolded to xN1×N2 N3 , which is called horizontal unfolding 

as shown in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) and (c) shows the unfolding of CIELab and CIELuv color 

images. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 3. (a) Horizontal unfolding of facial expression images: (b) in CIELab and (c) in CIELuv. 

 
(a)                                             (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Illumination pattern. (b) Image under illumination of (a). 

 

TABLE I:ILLUMINATION VALUE FOR DIFFERENT SSIM INDEX 

 

 

 

 

B. Facial Expression Images Under Illumination  

 

    The International Commission on Illumination (CIE) tristimulus system proposed alternative 

color spaces in terms of its three coordinates relating usually a standard illuminance to a 

reference color. The CIELab is one of the colorimetric color spaces, which separates a luminance 

variable "L" from two perceptually uniform chromaticity variables ("a", "b"). The CIELab is 

widely used in several image processing applications include: perceptual image quality 

assessment, face detection, skin detection, and image segmentation, etc.,   
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                                                 (a)                                                                                          (b) 

 
                                                  (c)                                                                                         (d)                     

Fig. 5. Facial expression images in (a) RGB, (b) YCbCr, (c) CIELab, and (d) CIELuv color                                                                       

spaces. 

 
(a)                                                                                         (b) 
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                                                                                         (c) 

Fig. 6. Comparative evaluation of performance in different color spaces from 16 × 16 images. (a) 

YCbCr. (b) RGB. (c) CIELab and CIELuv. 

 

A facial color image xn3[n1, n2] under illumination using the Lambertian model is defined by 

                                           xn3[n1, n2] = Rn3[n1, n2] × Iun3 [n1, n2] 

where Iun3[n1, n2] and Rn3 [n1, n2] are, respectively, the illumination and the reflectance at a 

location [n1, n2] in n3 color channel. For robust pattern recognition under various illumination 

conditions, the Rn3 [n1, n2] is the key feature due to its stability. Since, the multiplication means 

nonlinear relation between reflection and illumination, it is a problem to extract key facial features 

by solving directly. Hence, a common assumption is that Iun3 [n1, n2] changes slowly and 

Rn3[n1, n2] varies abruptly, that is, Iun3 [n1, n2] is regarded as the low frequency of the image 

xn3[n1, n2] and Rn3[n1, n2] is the high-frequency, which can be regarded as "noise" in a noisy 

image. The logarithm   Operator is used to make the equation linear and then apply the low-pass 

filter or high- pass filter to separate the illumination from the image. Usually the homomorphic 

filter is used to separate the reflectance and illumination. However, the threshold for filter is not 

constant due to variation of illumination. In addition, this filter is nonlinear filter and makes the 

computational complex of the system high. Therefore, it is computationally more costly to use this 

filter for FER system. An alternative is Retinex color image enhancement algorithm, whose theory 

models the effect of varying intensity of light on color perception of human vision. Retinex 

theory addresses the color invariance and the illumination-reflectance model. First, the images 

enhanced by Retinex algorithm often have "halos" and their details may be also blurred. Second, 

restoration functions based on Retinex theory do not have rigorous mathematical or conclusive 

neurophysiological proof. The facial expression relies on the details of the facial image and it is 

essential for any FER system to have the full details of face images. Therefore, Retinex is not 

suitable to enhance the illumination of the color facial image. Let y[n1, n2] denotes the 

illumination pattern, the image under illumination (ˆn3[n1, n2]) is given by x  x^
n3[n 1 , n 2 ] = x n 3 

[n 1 , n 2 ]y [n 1 , n 2 ] x 
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TABLE II:COMPARISON OF AVERAGE RECOGNITION RATES FOR16 × 16 RESOLUTION 

AND COLOR SPACES 
                                  

 
 

and 

        

         
 

 

and 

       
 

where 0 < T < 0.1 is the intensity value which used to change the effect of illumination on the 

image and y[n1, n2] is the matrix element of y. Fig. 4 shows the illumination pattern and its 

impact on the images. One hundred facial images are randomly chosen and transformed to 

different color spaces (YCbCr, CIELab, and CIELuv). The structural similarity (SSIM) index is 

adopted to evaluate the quality of the image under illumination variation. Table I presents the 

SSIM along with their illumination parameter values. The range of T and that of SSIM depends 

on the resolution of the image. Fig. 5 shows both original and images under lighting changes for 

different color components.  
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

A. Binghamton University 3-D Facial Expression (BU-3DFE) Dataset Experiments 
     

          The database presently contains 100 subjects (56% female, 44% male), with age ranging 

from 18 years to 70 years old and a variety of ethnic/racial ancestries, including White, Black, 

East-Asian, Middle-east Asian, Indian, and Hispanic Latino. The data- base has images, which 

are not relevant to six main facial expressions. Therefore, these images are ignored and not used 

in testing and training set. Totally, 2400 facial expression images are selected from the database.  
 

 
(a)                                                                                             (b) 

 

Fig. 7. ROC curves of different tensors for different expressions from BU-3DFE database (16 × 

16). (a) Original image with no illumination change. (b) Image under illumination variation 

(SSIM Index = 0.25). 

 
 

All the images are normalized and unfolded in horizontal mode. A bank of 24 Log-Gabor 

filters is used to extract the features from unfolded tensors representing color facial images, which 

are concatenated and employed for the MIQ algorithm to generate the feature vector. These 

features are classified by a multiclass LDA classifier. 

 

The results are shown in Fig.7 using images of 16 × 16 resolution. It can be seen from the 

results that the average recognition rate with standard deviation, 0   < 2.5, for red (R) and green (G) 

in RGB, luminance or Gray (Y) in YCbCr, lighting (L) in CIELab and CIELuv are the best among 

other color channels in all resolution images. The average recognition rate is improved as well 

when the resolution is increased from 16 × 16 to 64 × 64. To investigate the performance of FER 

system for each expression and ascertain the performance of classifier in terms of recognition 

rate and error rate, the receiver (relative) operation characteristic (ROC) curve is plotted for both 

original and images under illumination variations. The ROC curve represents the fraction of true 

positive (TP) out of the positives, which is called TP rate, versus the fraction of false positive (FP) 

out of the negatives, which is called FP rate [20]. 
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TABLE III:COMPARISON BETWEEN TPCF AND THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS FOR 

BU-3DFE DATABASE 

 
 

The ROC curves of each of six expressions for different resolutions illustrate that the two 

expressions. i.e., happy and surprise, have the minimum error and the maximum recognition rates 

compared with those of the other expressions. In addition, they are more robust under slight 

illumination changes. With regard to color space, the TPCF method in CIELuv has the maximum 

recognition rate for each expression with different resolutions, whereas, Gray is very sensitive to 

illumination variation and it has the worst recognition rate for images under illumination 

variations. 

     For comparison, the TPCF is benchmarked against a number of well known state-of-the-art 

techniques for FER system using the same database with results presented in Table III, which 

demonstrates the accuracy of the FER system in terms of the best recognition rate. In Gabor 

methodology, 18 Gabor filters were applied on 34 fiducial points and the amplitude of the filter's 

outputs was used to create a feature vector. For context methodology, the feature statistics were 

represented as the feature vector of facial expression image. For RGB tensor method, the color 

images are transformed to the 2-D tensor and then Log-Gabor filters are used to generate the 

feature vectors. It can be easily seen that the TPCF outperformed other popular methods in terms 

of average recognition rate. 

 

TABLE  IV:COMPARISON BETWEEN TPCF AND GRAY FOR COMBINATION 

OF  BU-3DFE AND OULU-CASIA NIR&VIS DATASETS 
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TABLE V:NUMBER OF OPERATIONS REQUIRED FOR COLOR SPACE CONVERSIONS 

 
Furthermore, the "Anger" expression is highly dependent on the detailed information of the facial 

images and highly correlated with other expressions. 

 

 B. Database Combination Experiments 

 

       It can be seen that expressions are affected by the subject's background, culture, and 

characteristics. Furthermore, the TPCF method in CIELuv color space outperforms the gray-scale 

images. 

 

C. Computational Complexity 

 

      From computational complexity point of view, the memory usage is increased since the 

tensor is made by concatenating all the color information. As well, there is an increase in 

computation complexity associated with the color space conversion. The number of operations 

required for color space conversions is examined. For instance, from RGB to gray- scale 

conversion, each pixel requires three multiplications and two additions. With 3N1 N2 pixels in a 

full RGB color image, the total number of operations required for forward color conversion is 

9N1 N2 multiplications and 6N1 N2 additions. Table VI demonstrates the number of operations 

for all color space conversions. 

                                                 

CONCLUSION 
         

         A novel TPCF was proposed for FER system in perceptual color space. Based on TPCF, the 

RGB color images were first transformed to perceptual color spaces after which the horizontal 

unfolded tensor was adopted to generate the 2-D tensor for feature extraction. The 2-D tensor was 

normalized before the features were extracted using a bank of 24 Log- Gabor filters, and the 

optimum features were selected based on MIQ algorithm. The images under slight illumination 

variation were used to test robustness of the FER system performance. Experimental results show 

that the color components provide additional information to achieve improved and robust 

performance of the system in terms of recognition rate for all expressions. Furthermore, the TPCF 

in perceptual color space has more desirable average recognition rate for facial images under 

varying illumination situations. In addition, the performance of the TPCF has marked advantages 

in FER for low-resolution facial images in terms of recognition rate and error rate.  
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